Never have a false sense of security.™

ASV scan is an external vulnerability assessment scan, created with 20 years of cybersecurity experience, with unlimited rescans during your contract to help you become PCI compliant.
Overview

SecurityMetrics ASV scan has been fine-tuned since the beginning of PCI compliance to provide a comprehensive scan that doesn't overwhelm with false positives. **ASV scan** identifies top risks (such as misconfigured firewalls, malware hazards, and remote access vulnerabilities) and can be used for cybersecurity, PCI DSS compliance, and other security mandates.

**Choose A Vendor With 20+ Years Of Industry Experience**

Over the last twenty years, SecurityMetrics has perfected scanning technology. This means you will get a thorough scan, in a simplistic way that won't overwhelm you. Scheduling scans is easy, you can choose a time that won't interfere with your business operations. You will also receive a reminder email before a scan begins and after it finishes.

You will also benefit from a certified logo that you can use on your website, letting your customers know that you take their data security seriously.
Simplify Your PCI Deadline Requirements

If you’ve ever missed a quarterly vulnerability scan, you know how devastating this can be to meet compliance goals and protect your sensitive data. Use an external vulnerability scan that works quickly to help you:

- Thoroughly check for external network weaknesses
- Report on your passing scan status to mandating organizations with ease
- Stay up to date with unlimited rescanning and retesting
- Achieve compliance with security standards
- Avoid non-compliance fines through automated scanning

ASV scan is built alongside SecurityMetrics PCI compliance products, making both the scan and compliance process simpler for merchants.

Generate Reports And Fix Your Vulnerabilities

PCI compliance requires you to prove your scanning by generating and submitting a report. SecurityMetrics ASV scan makes this easy for you by giving you the option to generate reports, whenever you need.

Getting a thorough scan is only part of the compliance process, discovered vulnerabilities also need to be addressed. Knowing exactly how to achieve network security can be difficult. SecurityMetrics employs a 24/7 technical support staff for its customers and has several pieces of content on found vulnerabilities, to make remediation easier for you.
About Us
We help customers close data security and compliance gaps to avoid data breaches. We provide managed data security services and are certified to help customers achieve the highest data security and compliance standards. We help local shops as well as some of the world’s largest brands achieve data security through managed services and compliance mandates (PCI, HIPAA, HITRUST, GDPR).

Need an ASV Scanner?

Request Quote